Cadcorp Housing Conference 2019

14th May – Leeds

21st May - London
Introduction to Cadcorp

- UK-based developer of the Spatial Information System - SIS
- SIS provides Web, Mobile and Desktop mapping applications
- Developing GIS since 1995
- Focused on software development and implementation services
Agenda

10.00  Registration & Coffee
10.30  Welcome & Introductions
10.40  "Importance of web mapping and GIS"
11.10  “Making Decisions with Spatial Data”
       -Paul Jackson, Business Intelligence Lead Performance Analyst, Hyde Housing

11.30  COFFEE

12.00  “Delivering enriched intelligence: latest insight from housing projects”
12.20  SIS 9: Making sense of place – SIS Desktop’s top rated features
12.40  Support and Community - Nick Summers, Technical Services Manager, Cadcorp

13.00  LUNCH

14.00  Spatial data update - Ordnance Survey Open Zoomstack
14:15  "Creating development opportunities“ - Lee Williams, emapsite
14.40  SIS 9: Making sense of place – SIS WebMap’s top rated features
15.00  Summary and Close
Importance of web mapping and GIS

Fergus Craig
Charlie Lonsdale
Web Mapping and GIS

• Visualising and analysing location data provides a vast amount of knowledge across a housing organisation

• Any data associated with a property or a location can be visualised and analysed in a GIS and shared using web mapping

• This enables the organisation to understand the impact of location, ownership and associated responsibilities
The Spatial Information System

- Cadcorp SIS provides Web, Mobile and Desktop mapping applications
- Web and Mobile provides interactive and dynamic access to GI data
- Web can either be cloud hosted and managed, or installed locally
- Desktop for advanced data creation, editing and detailed analysis
- Analysing GI data provides knowledge to improve decision making process
Understanding the location of your properties
Grounds Maintenance
Land Ownership
Sustainability of Assets
All data with a spatial element